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Introduction
The introduction of the October Manifesto gave the Tsar an opportunity to
build a consensus of support with at least some of those who had joined
together to protest and demand change. Nicholas talked about conciliating the
’well-intentioned’ elements in the opposition. The fundamental question
underlying the years 1905-1917 was, however, the same as before. It was clear
that he had made limited concessions in the face of overwhelming opposition.
Would Nicholas II be content to become a fully constitutional monarch on
western lines, and allow not only popular representation and consultation, as
promised in October, but also popular control over the affairs of state? Or, as
memory of the crisis faded, would the Tsar seek to reassert his prerogative
powers? Would the genuine respect for the Tsar and his family shown during
the 300th anniversary of Romanov rule over Russia (Source 1) help this coming
together of people and monarch, or would the government be unable to solve
the problems shown in Source 2 and the voices of violence and revolution gain
the upper hand?

For some historians, Russia until 1914, was proceeding both politically and
economically down the road of gradual change, towards constitutional and
democratic government. In Britain these developments had taken centuries to
achieve and had involved a civil war in which the King, Charles I, was
executed. Russia was not given as long. Another war intervened in. 1914, but
this time a war on such a scale that even modern economies and democratic
political systems creaked and collapsed under its strain.

Key questions
¯ How did the nation react to the October Manifesto?
¯ Was the government able to build a satisfactory working relationship with

the Duma?
¯ Were the revolutionaries as serious a threat after the October Manifesto?
¯ Was Russia becoming an economic and political success before 1914?
¯ How did the Russian armed forces perform in the First World War?
¯ Why was there a revolution in February 19177
¯ Why did the Romanov dynasty fall?
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How was the October Manifesto received by
the Russian people?
The day after the proclamation of the October Manifesto, Witte was named as
Chairman of the Council of Ministers. It was due to his prompting that the Tsar
had made these concessions: now it was Witte’s task to make them a success.
The first signs were promising. The representatives of some of the liberal
groups welcomed the Manifesto as a solution to Russia’s political difficulties.
The general strike quickly came to an end, despite the promptings of Lenin
(who was shortly to arrive in Russia) and of others to continue the struggle. In
November the government announced an end to redemption dues, hoping by
this to win the peasants back to what it regarded as their fundamental loyalty
to the Tsar.
However, some rejected the October Manifesto as simply empty words. They
no longer had any confidence in the regime. Trotsky, as the head of the St
Petersburg Soviet, called for a new strike and for everyone to withdraw their
money in gold from the banks to bring the government to its knees. It was
poorly supported - and Witte felt strong enough to arrest the entire Soviet and
throw them in prison. Trotsky was soon to be put on trial and faced execution.



In Moscow things were different. The workers here did carry out an effective
general strike, backed by some of the revolutionary groups, including Lenin’s.
There was general fighting with barricades thrown across the city streets. Loyal
troops crushed the rising with artillery. By a combination of firmness and an
apparent willingness to introduce fundamental reform, perhaps the regime
could build a new stability.

Witte had hoped that he would be able to put together a government which
would incorporate some of the government’s critics and thus draw the teeth
(reduce the force) of the opposition. However, when talks began, the price the
liberals demanded included a constituent assembly with powers to rewrite the
constitution. This was unacceptable to both Witte and the Tsar. The new-
Cabinet consisted, therefore, largely of traditionally minded bureaucrats. The
Union of Liberation was split for ever by these developments. Some liberals
supported the Manifesto changes, and set up a political party, the Union of
October 17, hencefolward known as ’Octobrists’. The majority, however,
wanted to press on with the full programme of the Union of Liberation. They
now set up the Constitutional Democratic PaW (Kadets for short) and
continued to campaign against the government.

Was the government able to build a
satisfactory working relationship with the
Duma?
Before the Duma could meet for its first session, Nicholas II published The
Fundamental Laws, which made quite clear to all his own views of the changes
that had been made:

Political parties became legal after the
October Manifesto.

1. The Russian State is one and indivisible.
4. The Russian language is the general language of the State~ and its

use is compulsolT in the army, the navy and State and public
institutions.

5. Supreme Autocratic Power belongs to the Emperor of all Russia.
9. The sovereign emperor ratifies the laws. No law can come into

force without his consent.
15. The sovereign emperor appoints and dismisses the Chairman of the

Council of Ministers and individual ministers.
Extracts from The Fundamental Laws 23 April 1906

Compare the Fundamental Laws with
the October Manifesto in the previous
chapter.
~ How and why do they differ?

The voting system for the new Duma was complex, and quite deliberately so.
For the Tsar and his ministers, its chief function was to minimize the numbers
of representatives from "the discontented classes and prevent any direct link
between the voters and those elected. Voting was carried out by class as you
can see in Source 5; each voter elected representatives, and these then elected
others to electoral colleges or curia. This system gave proportionately more
influence to landed gentry and propertied townspeople than to peasants, and
even less to industrial workers - in fact one gentry vote was equal to 3.5
townspeople’s votes, 15 peasant votes and 45 workers’ votes.
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system of government In the new system of government there was also a, State Council, which was to
act as an upper chamber. Half its members were appointed by the Tsar, the
other half were elected by the zemstva, academic institutions, gentlT
assemblies, the clergy and other groups. The Tsar’s ministers were confident
that the electoral college system for the State Duma would produce an
amenable lower house. They expected that the peasants, guided by the
Orthodox Church. would return to their traditional loyalty to the Tsar and
become an obstacle to further unrest. Any legislation, of course, also needed
the Tsar’s personal approval.

The Duma elected was far from compliant. The peasant deputies were both
radical and irrepressible. The resignation of Witte just before the first session of
the Duma and his replacement by Goremyldn, a man with conservative
credentials and not associated with reform as Witte had been. did not make
relationships between the government and Duma any easier. The Cabinet
Goremyldn chose was without any known progressives. Over 20 parties were
represented in the First State Duma when it met and they were in bitter mood.
The results of the four Duma elections, for the larger political groups only,
were as follows:

the main changes
1st and 2nd Dumas?

were the 3rd and 4th Dumas
the 1st and 2nd?

Party 1st Duma 2nd Duma 3rd Duma 4th Duma
April- July Feb - June Nov 1907 - Nov 1912-

1906 1907 June 1912 Feb 1917
Bolsheviks - - 19 15
Mensheviks 18 47 -
Trudoviks* 102 104 13 10
SRs 34 37
Kadets 182 91 54 53
Octobrists 17 42 154 95
Progressists** - 28 41
:Right-wing groups      9 10 147 154
National groups 60 93 26 22
*The Trudoviks were a Labour group, who came into existence because the
SRs refused to stand in the Duma elections, though as you can see some
were none the less elected.
**The Progressists were a moderate liberal party.



When the first session of the Duma opened, the representatives expected to
debate the most important issues of state, especially the future constitution and
the question of land. When these were not offered by the government as topics
for discussion, the Duma felt betrayed and immediately demanded from the
Tsar universal suffrage, a Cabinet responsible to the Duma and major land
reform, amongst other things. The Prime Minister Goremykin replied as
follows:

Ministers will pay special attention to the questions raised by the State
Duma of the immediate satisfaction of the pressing needs of the rural
population...The preparation of a law on universal primary education,
the imposition of taxation on the more prosperous .sections of society.

The Council of Ministers regards the solution of the peasant-land
question proposed by the Duma through the use of Crown, Cabinet and
Church lands and the compulsory expropriation of private land as
completely unacceptable ....

Other suggestions made by the Duma dealt with the introduction of a
government responsible to, and having the confidence of the Duma, the
abolition of the State Council and the removal of the limits placed on
the Duma’s competence. The Council of Ministers does not feel that it
has the right to consider these proposals: they imply a huge change ~n
The Fundamental Laws, which cannot be dealt with at the instigation of
the Duma.

Response of Goremykin to the proposals of the First Duma, 13 May 1906

This is how the Duma replied to Goremykin’s rebuff:

The decla?ati6~ of the Chairman bf the C0uncil 0f Ministers clearly
indicated that the g69ernment h~d absolutely ~0 desire to satis~ the
demands of the people and their expecta{i6ns Of landi rights and

freedom which were ~et Out by the stat~ Duma in its reply to thd
thr0nei:iBy itS r~fusai t6 fulfil the pe6ple s demands; the g~gernmem is
displaying obviOuS Contempt for the true interests 0fthe pe0pld and iS
clearly willing to COuntenance new upheavals in the country already
rent by poverty; a lack of basic rights and the c6ntinued rule ~ a~Bi{~a~
poweri l~ft unpunished!i liThe Duma] beli~vesilithat the presen{ minist~
should resign i~ediatdy and be replaced b~a g6Vdrnment enjoying
the trust of the State DUmai

Reaction of the F rst Duma to Goremykin’s Declaration~ 13 May 1906

Although the Duma was to continue sitting for a further two months, the gap
between the ministers and the Duma seemed unbridgeable. An outbreak of
violence and assassination gave the government the excuse to close the Duma
and order new elections. The response of some 200 of the Kadets and
Trudoviks was strong and principled. They adjourned to Vyborg in Finland and
issued the declaration in Source 9.
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¢itizensl stafid firmly for the trampled rights of the people’s
repreSentativesl stand firmly for the state Duma Russia must not remain
a single day without popular representatives, We have the means of
achieving this: the government has no right either to collect taxes from
the people or tO mobilize men for military service without the consent
of the people’s representatives...And so, until the convocation Of the
people’s representatives, do not give a single kopek to the Treasury or g
single soldier to the army.

The Kadets’ call for civil disobedience, 10 July i906

The appeal provoked little response. Most of those who signed it were arrested
and barred from standing in the elections. There were no riots or
demonstrations in defence of the closed Duma, though the government had
taker, the precaution of surrounding the Tauride Palace, where it met, with
dependable troops.

A Second Duma was elected. Despite substantial government interference in
the campaign, particularly against the Kadets - two leading Kadets were
assassinated during the elections - it proved to be no more amenable than its
predecessor. After three months it too was dissolved by the Tsar. Evidence was
forged which seemed to suggest that Social Democrat deputies to the Duma
were involved in plotting to kill the Tsar. When the Duma refused to expel
them, Nicholas declared this compelled him to close the Duma.

For the Third Duma elections the Tsar decreed, in direct contravention of The
Fundamental Laws he had published only a year earlier, a substantial change in
the electoral law. He increased substantially the number of deputies elected by
the gentry electoral college, and reduced that for the peasants and workers.
The government now had a working majority, and pressed on with land reform
and social insurance schemes. However, the cost was that Russia now had a
Duma which was seen to be totally unrepresentative of the Russian people.

Political Objectives
The establishment of a democratic republic with wide autonomy for
regions and both rural and urban settlements; the recognition of their
undoubted right, to self-determination; the appointment by election,
removal at any time and legal responsibility of all officials; equality of
languages ....

Economic Objectives
1. The establishment of a legal maximum to working hours, a minimum

wage and state insurance.
2. Socialization of all privately owned land and its transfer to

democratically organized communes.



The Union of the Russian People aims to unite all true Russians, loyal to
their sworn oath in the name of Faith, Tsar and Fatherland. The Ur~ion
will support the following proposals both inside and outside the Duma:
The AUTOCRACY of the Russian TSARS...has remained unchanged...after
17 October and should always remain so for the good and
enlightenment of Russia.
The Unity and Indivisibility of Russia.
All Jews should immediately be declared foreigners.
The transfer to land shortage peasants of Crown lands on advantageous
terms for them. As the ciuantity of Crown lands is not sufficient for this
purpose...land should be bought by the State from private landowners.
The Union will work for a reduction in the working day...and State
insurance against death, sickness and old age.

Consider the attitudes in Sources 10 and 11 to the following:

(a) Land.

(b) Industrial workers.

(c) National rights.

(d) The position of the Tsar.

1. On what policy issues did they agree/disagree?

2. What evidence does this programme give that even the right-wing Union of
Russian People had been affected by the events of 1904-1905 in Russia?

3. Which of the two programmes do you think was most realistic given the
circumstances of the time?

4. Which of the two parties showed a greater willingness to compromise? Why?

Stolypin’s reforms
In July 1906 Nicholas appointed his Minister of the Interior, Peter Stolypin, as
Prime Minister. He was known as a firm, even ruthless, administrator, but one
who recognized the new realities of the political situation. He believed that the
best way to strengthen support for the regime was by careful reform. He had
hoped to attract liberals by new measures. As we have seen in the Second
Duma, this hope was not at first realized. However, by Tsarist decree and with
a majority in the Third Duma he was able to begin a programme of reform.

The land
On his appointment he faced new waves of terrorism - his own house was
destroyed and his children injured in one attack. He was not deflected from his
determination to change the political atmosphere of the countryside. Stolypin
believed the key to building a coalition of support in the Duma, and also in the
country, lay in solving the peasant question. Firstly the peasants made up the
vast majority of the electorate, and secondly their numbers were growing
rapidly. The Russian population was the fastest growing in Europe, increasing

[] Biography/

P. $~oiyp~
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writer,
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Universi~.
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of the Interior,
1 ~ Governor of Grodno.
1 ~ Governor of Saratov,
~ ~ Minister of the Interior.
1~ 1 Assassinated.
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from 133 million to 161 million in just the decade 1900-1910. Stolypin
persuaded the Tsar to introduce a number of reforms:

H All State and Crown lands were made available to the Peasants Land Bank
for purchase by enterprising peasants.

H Peasants were allowed by imperial decree to withdraw from their commune
0uir) without needing its consent first.

H Peasants who left the mir were later able to have all their land together,
rather than have to farm in strips like the rest of the village.

H He declared an end to the redistribution of land as the population grew,
making all the land the hereditary property of the head of the family.

By his reforms, Stolypin hoped to create a new class of welMo-do peasants. He
called it his ’bet on the sober and strong’. They would be able to leave the
commune (mi~, extend their landholdings and build up their own independent
consolidated farms. This meant that they would be able to try new agricultural
techniques and grow what crops they wished. An end to redistribution meant
that there was now encouragement for every peasant to improve his land.
Stolypin believed that these new independent farmers would provide stable
support for the imperial government. His policies met with some success, as
Source 13 shows.

By the outbreak of the First World War almost 2 million peasant families had
left their communes, but the war quickly put an end to further departures.
Many peasants themselves opposed the idea; they appreciated the security of
the mir. Those who did leave the mir were often those with little land, who
took their land in order to sell it and move away with the proceeds. During the
same period, 3 million peasants also left their communes to take up land in
Siberia, with government financial help.



Other reforms
In 1908 the Duma agreed to a programme of educational reform. As a result,
the number of primary schools almost doubled between 1905 and 1914.
Ze~nstva expenditure on health, poor relief and agricultural advice and support
almost doubled between 1906 and 1912. After Stolypin’s death his proposal to
reintroduce elected magistrates was approved.

Stolypin’s programme of reforms in other areas met powerful opposition. Tsar
Nicholas was always deeply suspicious of change, as was the extreme right in
the Duma and a substantial number of the State Council. Stolypin’s attempt to
bring about religious toleration, especially for Jews, was passed by the Duma
after a straggle but was vetoed by the Tsar. A plan to extend the zernstva into
non-Russian areas was rejected by the State Council. Both were felt to be a
threat to the nationality principle which they believed held Russia together. In
Poland, which would have been the chief beneficiary, this was particularly
resented. Similarly, a proposal to extend participation in local government by
setting up a new layer of lower level zemstva was never accepted.

The Tsar’s uneasy relationship with his Prime Minister came to an end when
Stolypin was shot at a gala performance at the Kiev opera in October 1911.

Stolypin’s death was greeted with enthusiasm by both the extreme left and the
extreme right. Perhaps this indicates that his policies were those best-suited to
Russia at that moment in history. Perhaps it also shows that those policies
would never have been allowed to work for long.

From then on Nicholas seems to have decided that if a Prime Minister was
essential, it would be better to have one who had no interest in working with
the Duma, and would follow the advice of the Tsar and the State Council. The
culmination of this trend was the reappointment in 1914 of Goremykin, now
aged 74, a man who had no commitment to the post. Nicholas was back in
charge.

Were the revolutionaries less successful
after the October Manifesto?
Stolypin conducted a vigorous campaign against terrorists and revolutionaries.
So many were arrested and executed that the hangman’s noose came to be
nicknamed ’Stolypin’s necMie’. The figures given below show the extent of
terrorist violence after the October 1905 Manifesto, but also the effectiveness of
the police response.

1905
1906
1907
1908

Numbers of Terroris~" Victims         Death Sentences
Killed Wounded Sentenced Executed

233 358 72 10

768 820 450 144

1231 1312 1056 456
394 615 1741 825

Although
declined.
and
the Bolsl

1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914



Bolshevik membership
the workers in St Petersburg

g voted consistently for
before 1914.

The main revolutionary parties were divided during much of this period and
lost support. Perhaps the majority of the population just wanted to get on with
the difficult task of living. The SRs organized peasant risings in 1907 which
failed to spread into the general insurrection they had expected. This, and the
discovery in 1908 that a police spy was the head of their terrorist group,
discredited terrorism as a sensible way forward. However, the party also
opposed standing in elections for the Duma. It was not clear how the SRs
would bring about a change in the existing political situation.

The RSDLP was locked in all kinds of internal party struggles. There were
attempts made by Trotsky and others to unite the two factions of the party, the
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks. They all came to nothing. There were hot debates
as to whether they should be concentrating on trade union activities to raise the
level of consciousness of the workers and win their support. Lenin urged
against this as a distraction from the real issue of preparation for the seizure of
political power. However, membership of the RSDLP declined drastically, from
about 150,000 at its height in 1905 to perhaps as little as 10,000. In the Fourth
Duma the two factions together were able to muster only 13 seats. The
leadership continued to be in exile, and its disagreements must have seemed
rather irrelevant to many of its former supporters ir~ the industrial areas of
Russia. Foreign Marxists looked on with amazement:

of people who took
action

1905 2,863,000
1,108,000

i907 740,000
176,000

~909 64,000
910 47,000

105,000
725,000

i913 887,OOO
1914 1,337,000

Rosa Euxembu~g; a German Marxist

This was a difficult time for Lenin personally. He mistakenly supported a
suspected police agent as a leading member of the Bolshevik faction. The
secret police supported the agent Malinovsky, helping him to be elected to the
Fourth Duma, and through Malinovsky encouraged Lenin in his divisive attacks
on the Mensheviks. Lenin found himself in a minority within his own Bolshevik
section on more than one occasion. He did see that the success of Stolypin’s
reforms would help to strengthen the Tsarist state at least in the short run. He
also expected that the reforms would aid the cause of revolution eventually by
dividing peasants into two clear groups - rich ’kulaks’ who benefited from
Stotypin’s reforms, and poor ’muzhiks’, who would have little or no land and
would, therefore, be a revolutionary force in the countryside.

Strikes
If the socialist political parties were making no discernible advances, in the
industrial areas, there were other important developments. The government
had legalized trade unions after the 1905 revolution. Ironically this coincided
with a fall in the numbers of strikers. Many workers must have watched the
crushing of the Moscow strike in 1905-1906 and the arrest of the St Petersburg
Soviet with dismay. No doubt this was an important reason why fewer took
strike action after 1905. The government played its part by using the police to
interfere in union activities.



Workers also saw a steady increase in their living standards thanks to a boom
in Russian industry, much of this inspired by a vast increase in militalT
spending by the government and supported by foreign credit. The industrial
world~orce grew quickly over these years. More peasants arrived in the cities
and towns of Russia, finding inadequate accommodation, squalid slum areas,
long working hours and poor wages.

When the factories had full order books, workers knew that the strike weapon
was more effective. The number of strikes rose rapidly. According to the
Ministry of Trade and Industu’s own published statistics over two-thirds of the
strikes before the outbreak of the First World War were political and not
economic. Clearly workers were regaining a little of the confidence they had
lost in 1905.

The government by its own heavy-handed approach contributed to the political
demands of the strikers. In 1912 there was a serious strike in the Lena
goldfields, where working conditions were truly appalling. The employers

,     S1refused to grant the striker demands for better wages and working conditions.
They called on police to arrest the strike leaders. The confrontation ended with
troops firing on the unarmed demonstrators, killing 200 and wounding perhaps
twice that number.

,’, Workers in a munitions factory
meet the demands caused by
increased military spending by the
government.
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It created, just like Bloody Sunday, a storm of protest throughout the country.
Inevitably moderate and radical opinion both reflected on whether anything
had really changed in Russia since 1905.

Clearly the government had not yet reached a new ~nodus vivendi or way of
living together with many elements in society. If workers were denied the right
to trade unions, and their political representation was effectively prevented by
Stolypin’s strict electoral law, what way forward was there for workers who
wanted to improve their lot? At the same time those members of the middle
class who had supported the Kadets in their demands in 1905 found that they
were in a similar position. The Duma and State Council were dominated by
deeply conservative landowners, who saw almost any criticism of government
policy or any radical change as a threat to the stability of the regime, their own
privileged positions and the Empire.

There was a real danger that the forces of reform would be thrown together,
very reluctantly as before in the 1905 revolution. The leader of the Octobrists,
a party which you will remember accepted the October Manifesto as a sensible
way forward for Russia, expressed his fears:

What is to be the issue [outcome] of the grave crisis through which we
are now passing? What does the encroachment of reaction bring with it?

Whither is the government policy, or rather lack of it, carrying us?
Towards an inevitable and grave catastrophe! In this general forecast all
are agreed; people of the most sharply opposed political views...

Are we not...in danger of being plunged into a period of protracted,
chronic anarchy which will lead to the dissolution of the Empire?

Speech by Guchkov to the Octobrist Party, 8 November 1913


